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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 080

080 By Groover Butt Lift Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans.
Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while wearing them,
these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also control...

02. 

SKU: 0812

0812 VEROX BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 086

086 By Groover Butt Lift Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans.
Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while wearing them,
these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also control...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/080-by-groover-butt-lift-jean-size-3-4?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/0812-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-3-4?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/086-by-groover-butt-lift-jean-size-3-5?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 0918

0918 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1006

1006 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1101

1101 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/0918-verox-butt-lifting-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1006-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-3-4?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1101-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 1102

1102 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1104

1104 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1105

1105 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1102-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1104-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1105-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-3-4?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 1106

1106 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1107

1107 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1112

1112 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1106-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/0401-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1112-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-3-4?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 119

119 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1202

1202 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1203

1203 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/119-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1202-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1203-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 1204

1204 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 1206 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 1207 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1204-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1206-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1207-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 1208 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1210

1210 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1213

1213 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1208-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1210-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1213-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 1216 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1217

1217 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1302

1302 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1216-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1217-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/011402-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-11-12?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 1305

1305 Verox Butt Lifting Jeans
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1308

1308 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 1310 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering,Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1305-verox-butt-lifting-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/011402-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-5-6?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/011402-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-7-8?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 1313

1313 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1315

1315 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Round out your derriere in these flattering,  Booty-enhancing skinny jeans
by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 1316 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/011402-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-9-10?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1315-verox-butt-lifting-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/011410-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-3-4?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 1326

1326 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 1331

1331 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1334

1334 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/011410-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-7-8?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1331-verox-butt-lifting-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/011411-verox-butt-lift-jean-size-9-10?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 135

135 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 141

137 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 139

139 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/135-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/137-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/139-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 140

140 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 1403 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1405

1405 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/140-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1403-verox-butt-lifting-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1405-verox-butt-lifting-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 1422

1419 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

02. 

SKU: 142

142 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

03. 

SKU: 1420

1420 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
ound out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, w...

01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1419-verox-butt-lifting-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/142-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1420-verox-butt-lifting-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 1422 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem02. 

SKU: 143

143 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is a
Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the
exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.
The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that
solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.03. 

SKU: 144

144 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is a
Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the
exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.
The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that
solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1422-verox-butt-lifting-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/143-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/144-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 

SKU: 145

145 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY GROOVER
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is a
Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the
exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.
The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that
solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.02. 

SKU: 146

146 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is a
Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the
exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.
The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that
solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.03. 

SKU: 147

147 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is a
Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the
exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.
The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that
solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/145-size-9-10-u-s-a?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/146-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/147-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 149 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is a
Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the
exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.
The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that
solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.02. 1501 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem03. 1502 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/149-by-groover-butt-lift-jean?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1501-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox-1?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1502-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 1503 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem02. 1504 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem03. 1505 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1503-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1504-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1505-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox-2?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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Winter Collection 2016

01. 1506 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem02. 1507 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem03. 1508 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1506-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1507-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1508-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox-1?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 1509 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem02. 1510 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem03. 1513 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1509butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1510-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1513-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 1514 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem02. 1515 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem03. 1517 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1514-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox-1?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1514-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/copy-of-1517-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox-1?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 1519 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by
Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Verox is a
Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and
these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are known
for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but
also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem02. 1801 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs03. 1803 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1519-butt-lifting-jean-by-verox?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1813-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1814-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 1804 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs02. 1805 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs03. 1806 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1804?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1803-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1806-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 1808 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs02. 1809 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs03. 1810 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1806-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans-1?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1805-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1809-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 1811 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs02. 1812 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs03. 1813 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1816-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1801-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1804-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 1814 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs02. 1815 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs03. 1816 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
 
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not
disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue wash,
this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as
fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and
firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your
backside appears more voluminous, yet toned and perfectly under control –
great for women who already have curves or for those who need to
accentuate them.01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1800-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1802-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/1812-butt-lifting-jean-by-jd-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 

SKU: 411

411 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Booty-enhancing jeans by B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape
and firm your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add
wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. B'VIOLET is a Colombian product from renowned designer, they not
only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and
thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of
blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular
skinny jeans.

02. 

SKU: 412

412 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Booty-enhancing jeans by B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape
and firm your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add
wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. B'VIOLET is a Colombian product from renowned designer, they not
only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and
thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of
blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular
skinny jeans.

03. 

SKU: 415

415 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by
B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear,
while also controlling your curves in all the right places. B;VIOLET is a
Colombian product from renowned designer, they not only enhance your
booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a
more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the
problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/412-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet-1?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/412-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/415-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 416 Butt Lifting Jeans B'Violet Jeans
Booty-enhancing jeans by B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape
and firm your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add
wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. B'VIOLET is a Colombian product from renowned designer, they not
only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and
thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of
blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular
skinny jeans.

02. 

SKU: 418

418 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch of your outfit, while
been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty, but also
create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your
regular jeans again.

03. 

SKU: 419

419 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your
outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your
regular jeans again.01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/416-butt-lifting-jeans-bviolet-jeans?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/418-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/419-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 

SKU: 420

420 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch of your outfit, while
been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty, but also
create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

02. 

SKU: 421

421 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your
outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your
regular jeans again.

03. 

SKU: 422-2

422-2 BLACK BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your
outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/420-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/421-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/422-2-black-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
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01. 

SKU: 423

423 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your
outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

02. 

SKU: 424

424 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your
outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your
regular jeans again.

03. 

SKU: 427

427 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your
outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem
of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your01

02 03

http://jdcolfashion.com/products/423-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/424-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy
http://jdcolfashion.com/products/427-butt-lifting-jean-by-bviolet?utm_source=zine_click2buy


APPENDIX



01. 080 By Groover Butt Lift Jean
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 48.95 100% Off 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 080

48.95 48.95 Default 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 080

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while wearing
them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places.

Product of Colombia renowned designer of jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that our jean collection are
known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.

The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of Colombian jeans that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when
wearing regular jeans. Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types
 
FEATURES
Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 01 :



02. 0812 VEROX BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 43.85 100% Off 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 0812

43.85 Default 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 0812

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are
known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The
result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular
skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 01 :



03. 086 By Groover Butt Lift Jean
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.95 100% Off 086

31.82 48.95 Default 086

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while wearing
them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places.

Product of Colombia renowned designer of jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that our jean collection are
known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs.

The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of Colombian jeans that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when
wearing regular jeans. Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types
FEATURES
Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 01 :



01. 0918 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 0918

29.15 44.85 Default 0918

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are
known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The
result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular
skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 02 :



02. 1006 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1006

44.85 Default 1006

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 02 :



03. 1101 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1101

46.85 44.85 Default 1101

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 02 :



01. 1102 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1102

44.85 Default 1102

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 03 :



02. 1104 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1104

44.85 Default 1104

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 03 :



03. 1105 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1105

29.15 44.85 Default 1105

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 03 :



01. 1106 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1106

44.85 Default 1106

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 04 :



02. 1107 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 43.85 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 1107 / 1109 / 1108

43.85 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default 1109 / 1108 / 1107

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 04 :



03. 1112 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1112

44.85 Default 1112

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 04 :



01. 119 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6
Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off 119 / 119

48.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6
Colombia) Default / Default 119 / 119

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 05 :



02. 1202 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1202

44.85 Default 1202

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 05 :



03. 1203 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 1203

44.85 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 1203

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 05 :



01. 1204 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1204

44.85 Default 1204

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES 

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 06 :



02. 1206 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colomba) 100% Off / 100% Off /

44.85 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colomba) Default / Default /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 06 :



03. 1207 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off

44.85 Default

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS 
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 06 :



01. 1208 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

44.85 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 07 :



02. 1210 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 1210

44.85 Default 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 1210

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS  

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty 
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 07 :



03. 1213 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1213

44.85 Default 1213

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 07 :



01. 1216 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off

44.85 Default

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans. 

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 08 :



02. 1217 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1217

44.85 Default 1217

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 08 :



03. 1302 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 43.85 100% Off 1302

44.85 43.85 Default 1302

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a  Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 08 :



01. 1305 Verox Butt Lifting Jeans
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 43.99 100% Off 1305

28.59 43.99 Default 1305

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Verox garments are
known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The
result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular
skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 09 :



02. 1308 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 43.85 100% Off 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) 1308

43.85 Default 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) 1308

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs 
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 09 :



03. 1310 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 43.85 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

43.85 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

 Round out your derriere in these flattering,Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
  
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 09 :



01. 1313 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 43.85 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 1313

43.85 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 1313

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
  
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS 
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 10 :



02. 1315 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEANS
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.99 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off 1315 / 1315

44.99 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) Default / Default 1315 / 1315

Round out your derriere in these flattering,  Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 10 :



03. 1316 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 43.85 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

43.85 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 10 :



01. 1326 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 43.85 100% Off 1326

43.85 Default 1326

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS
 
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 11 :



02. 1331 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1331

44.85 Default 1331

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES 

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 11 :



03. 1334 VEROX BUTT LIFTING JEAN
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.99 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 1334 / 1334 / 1334

44.99 44.99 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) Default / Default / Default 1334 / 1334 / 1334

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 11 :



01. 135 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 135 / 135 / 135

48.99 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default 135 / 135 / 135

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 12 :



02. 137 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 141 / 141 / 141 / 141

48.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 141 / 141 / 141 / 141

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 12 :



03. 139 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 139 / 139 / 139

48.99 48.99 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia) Default / Default / Default 139 / 139 / 139

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 12 :



01. 140 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 140 / 140 / 140

48.99 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default 140 / 140 / 140

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 13 :



02. 1403 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

44.85 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 13 :



03. 1405 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 1405

44.85 Default 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 1405

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 13 :



01. 1419 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off / Default 1422 / 1422

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 14 :



02. 142 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99
5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 142 / 142 / 142 / 142

48.99
7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2
U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 142 / 142 / 142 / 142

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
 They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.
RESULTS:
Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 14 :



03. 1420 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 1420

44.85 Default 1420

ound out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your
rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places.
Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that
Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled
hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs
when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 14 :



01. 1422 Verox Butt Lifting Jean
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 44.85 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

44.85 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 15 :



02. 143 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 48.99 100% Off 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 143

48.99 Default 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 143

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 15 :



03. 144 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 52.99
1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 144 / 144 / 144 / 147

52.99
7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2
U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 147 / 144 / 144 / 144

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 15 :



01. 145 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY GROOVER
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 145 / 145 / 145 / 145

48.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2
U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 145 / 145 / 145 / 145

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 16 :



02. 146 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 48.99 100% Off 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 146

48.99 Default 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 146

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 16 :



03. 147 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 48.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off 147 / 147

48.99 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) Default / Default 147 / 147

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 16 :



01. 149 BY GROOVER BUTT LIFT JEAN
Vendor: By Groover Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 46.95 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / /

46.95 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by Groover. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while
wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. Groover is
a Colombian product from renowned designer, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality that Groover garments are known for.
They not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a
comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 17 :



02. 1501 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 47.50 100% Off 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

47.50 Default 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 17 :



03. 1502 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50 100% Off

47.50 Default

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 17 :



01. 1503 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / /

47.50 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 18 :



02. 1504 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / /

47.50
3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6
U.S.A (10 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 18 :



03. 1505 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / /

47.50 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 18 :



01. 1506 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 47.50 100% Off 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

47.50 Default 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 19 :



02. 1507 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / /

47.50 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 19 :



03. 1508 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 47.50 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

47.50 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 19 :



01. 1509 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / /

47.50 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 20 :



02. 1510 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50 100% Off

47.50 Default

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 20 :



03. 1513 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6
U.S.A (10 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / /

47.50
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 20 :



01. 1514 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 47.50 100% Off 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

47.50 Default 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 21 :



02. 1515 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50
3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / /

47.50
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 21 :



03. 1517 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50
3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / /

47.50
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / / /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 21 :



01. 1519 Butt Lifting Jean by Verox
Vendor: Verox Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 47.50 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off /

47.50 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) Default / Default /

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing skinny jeans by Verox Jeans. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm
your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right
places. Verox is a Colombian product from renowned designer of skinny jeans for curves, and these jeans embody the exceptional quality
that Verox garments are known for. Made from stretch cotton denim, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and
controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that
occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
 
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

RESULTS

Lifts, firms and shapes your booty
Creates smooth and controlled hips and thighs
Prevents bulging at the waistline
Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body types

FEATURES

Regular rise with tummy control
Denim and spandex blend for control and close fit

Materials: 81% Cotton, 17.9% Polyester, 2% Spandex

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 22 :



02. 1801 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 5-6
U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 0
U.S.A (0 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / / /

44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 0
U.S.A (0 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / Default / / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here
 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 22 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


03. 1803 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 11-12
U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / /

44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 22 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


01. 1804 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6
U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6
Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100%
Off

/ / / / / / /

44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-
10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / Default / Default / / / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here
 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 23 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


02. 1805 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 9-10
U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / / /

44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2
U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / Default / / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here
 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 23 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


03. 1806 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 1-2
U.S.A (6 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / / /

44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-
10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 1-2
U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / Default / / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 23 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


01. 1808 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / /

44.85
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
  
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 24 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


02. 1809 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombai) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-
10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / /

44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombai) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 24 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


03. 1810 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 15-
16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / / / /

44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6
U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here
 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 24 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


01. 1811 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombi) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / /

44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombi) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here   

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 25 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


02. 1812 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 11-12
U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / /

44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here
 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 25 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


03. 1813 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 15-16 U.S.A (20
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 13-
14 U.S.A (18 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / / /

44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS  

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 25 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


01. 1814 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85

13-14 U.S.A (18 Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16
Colombia) / 15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 9-
10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia) / 5-6
U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100%
Off

/ / / / / / /

44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-
10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / Default / Default / / / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here
 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 26 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


02. 1815 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85

11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 15-16
U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 1-2
U.S.A (6 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100%
Off

/ / / / / / /

44.85

15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia) / 9-
10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / Default / Default / / / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here
 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 26 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


03. 1816 Butt Lifting Jean By JD Jeans
Vendor: JD Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off
/ 100% Off / 100% Off / / / / /

44.85
15-16 U.S.A (20 Colombia) / 13-14 U.S.A (18
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8
U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 1-2 U.S.A (6 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default / Default
/ Default / / / / /

Lifts, firms and shapes your
butt

Creates smooth and controlled hips and
thighs

Prevents bulging at the waistline

Firm and comfortable fit, ideal for various body
types Uniquely seamed to sculpt your derriere for a perkier, fuller

appearance
High waist with tummy control to smooth your lower
abdomen

Comfortable stretch denim and spandex blend for control and close
fit

 
For the fashion-conscious woman, these derriere-defining jeans do not disappoint. Perfect in their simplicity, subtle details and classic blue
wash, this butt-shaping denim from "JD Jeans Tush Push Jeans Collection" are as fashionable as they are flattering. Designed to
comfortably lift, shape and firm your bottom, the Fashionista Jeans add wow factor to your rear. Your backside appears more voluminous,
yet toned and perfectly under control – great for women who already have curves or for those who need to accentuate them.
Made from stretch cotton- denim, Jeans also smooth your hips, lower abs and thighs. From the waist down, your figure appears more
slender and seamless, as the jeans smooth the midsection and eliminate the appearance of a muffin top.
The tag will show both Colombian and U.S size
 
 

RESULTS

FEATURES

Need help with your size? click here 

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 26 :

http://jdcolfashion.com/pages/size-chart


01. 411 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99 100% Off 411

49.99 Default 411

Booty-enhancing jeans by B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's
jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. B'VIOLET is a Colombian product from
renowned designer, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 27 :



02. 412 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off 412 / 412

49.99 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) Default / Default 412 / 412

Booty-enhancing jeans by B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's
jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. B'VIOLET is a Colombian product from
renowned designer, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 27 :



03. 415 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99
7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 415 / 415 / 415 / 415

49.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 415 / 415 / 415 / 415

Round out your derriere in these flattering, Booty-enhancing jeans by B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear
while wearing them, these pretty women's jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places.
B;VIOLET is a Colombian product from renowned designer, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips
and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when
wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again. Say hello the sexy and trendy B'VIOLET
JEANS.  The top is not included.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 27 :



01. 416 Butt Lifting Jeans B'Violet Jeans
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SIZE SKU

0.00 49.99 100% Off 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia)

49.99 Default 11-12 U.S.A (16 Colombia)

Booty-enhancing jeans by B'VIOLET. Designed to comfortably lift, shape and firm your rear while wearing them, these pretty women's
jeans add wow factor to your rear, while also controlling your curves in all the right places. B'VIOLET is a Colombian product from
renowned designer, they not only enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more
seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 28 :



02. 418 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99 100% Off 418

49.99 Default 418

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve
the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 28 :



03. 419 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99
3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 9-10
U.S.A (14 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 419 / 419 / 419 / 419

49.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 419 / 419 / 419 / 419

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable
pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 28 :



01. 420 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 420 / 420 / 420

49.99 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default 420 / 420 / 420

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only enhance your booty,
but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable pair of blues that solve
the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 29 :



02. 421 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99
7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 5-6
U.S.A (10 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 421 / 421 / 421 / 421

49.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 421 / 421 / 421 / 421

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable
pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.
Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 29 :



03. 422-2 BLACK BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 422-2 / 422-2 / 422-2

49.99 9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) Default / Default / Default 422-2 / 422-2 / 422-2

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable
pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 29 :



01. 423 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99 3-4 U.S.A (8 Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10
Colombia) 100% Off / 100% Off 423 / 423

49.99 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) Default / Default 423 / 423

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable
pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 30 :



02. 424 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE SIZE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99
5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4 U.S.A (8
Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12 Colombia) / 9-10
U.S.A (14 Colombia)

100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off / 100% Off 424 / 424 / 424 / 424

49.99
9-10 U.S.A (14 Colombia) / 7-8 U.S.A (12
Colombia) / 5-6 U.S.A (10 Colombia) / 3-4
U.S.A (8 Colombia)

Default / Default / Default / Default 424 / 424 / 424 / 424

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable
pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 30 :



03. 427 BUTT LIFTING JEAN BY B'VIOLET
Vendor: B'VIOLET Jeans

USD

USD

Variants:

PRICE BUYXDISCOUNT SKU

0.00 49.99 100% Off 427

49.99 Default 427

B'VIOLET jeans are design to keep the romantic touch and passion of your outfit, while been chic, sexy and trendy. They not only
enhance your booty, but also create smooth and controlled hips and thighs. The result is a more seamless silhouette and a comfortable
pair of blues that solve the problem of bulging that occurs when wearing regular skinny jeans.

Step into this enhancing denim and you'll never want to go back to your regular jeans again.

PRODUCT DETAIL FROM PAGE 30 :
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